The Biggest Catch
Kylie liked to think she was a fishing expert. She bet Pumpkin that she
could beat him at fishing but Pumpkin caught the first fish and things
weren’t looking good for Kylie. Even Carlo wasn’t having any luck. Then
a seagull flew by.

Reading strategy

Comprehension focus

Ask questions as you read

– Analysing characters

– What do I know about the characters?

Fluency focus

– Why did the character say that?

– Using intonation to convey author’s message

– Why did the character do that?

Genre focus

– What does that tell me about the character?

– Recount (email)

– What will the character do?

Day 1: Before reading
• Introduce the book and allow students to make predictions about the content by looking at
the title, cover illustration and blurb. Choral read it together. Engage them in sharing their
knowledge and experience of fishing.
• Review the term “main character”. Allow time for students to scan the book, including the
contents page, to quickly see who they think the main character will be and to note features of
the storyline.
• Students share their predictions with the group.
• Introduce the reading strategy by discussing the importance of asking questions about the
characters before, during and after reading. Explain that we do this to aid prediction and
comprehension.
• Write questions about the characters on chart paper and read them with students.
What do I know about the characters?
Why did the character say that?
Why did the character do that?
What does that tell me about the character?
What will the character do?
• Have students suggest further questions to add.
• Ask: What do you already know about Carlo’s character? Have students record three facts on
sticky notes, then share their opinions with a partner and the group. Identify common elements
and differences of opinion.
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During reading
• Read the title for Chapter 1 and ask: What do you think this chapter will be about? Discuss
responses.
• Discuss the importance of identifying who is telling a story (voice), then have students identify
the narrator of The Biggest Catch. Encourage students to justify their choice using evidence or
keywords from the text.
• Jointly describe Carlo’s attitude using new and interesting words, e.g. “in her telltale voice”.
• Reread the chapter with students, then ask: Do you think Carlo will feel like this throughout the
story? Why or why not?
• Discuss the way Kylie speaks and highlight features by rereading excerpts together,
e.g. “I’ll tell Mum”.
• Have students choral read Chapter 1 together.
• Students scan the Chapter 2 heading and illustrations and predict how Carlo will feel about
skateboarding now that Pumpkin is there. Encourage them to justify their opinions.
• Read the text to students, then choral read it together. Discuss the change in Carlo’s attitude.
• Allow time for students to refer to their sticky-note facts about Carlo.

After reading
• Read Worksheet A and model how students can use excerpts from the text to record information
about Carlo in Chapters 1 and 2.

Fluency focus
Read Pumpkin’s Email or Kylie’s Rap to students. Discuss how a reader uses their voice when reading
to an audience. Have students read Pumpkin’s Email. They practise using intonation to convey the
author’s message.

Vocabulary and spelling activities
Goals
To develop understanding about:
– kn letter pattern
– short /a/ vowel sound
– prefixes re- and un– sounding out words when writing

Activity 1 kn letter pattern
Write the word knot on the board. Say the word and discuss the use of the silent k in the letter
pattern kn. Repeat the process with the word knee. Find other words with the same letter pattern
in the text, e.g. knows, knuckles, knife. Record and read the words. Students find other words with
the same letter pattern. Add these to the list and read the words together. Underline the silent k in
each word.
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Activity 2 Short /a/ vowel sound
Write the words catch and flathead on the board. Say and spell the words together then identify
the sound made by the a in each word. Have pairs of students find other words with the short
/a/ vowel sound in the text, e.g. practice, Superman, barramundi, flapping, dragging, grabbed,
untangled, map. Have students share and compare their lists of words. Combine the lists to make
one list for the text. Arrange the words in alphabetical order.

Activity 3 Prefixes re- and unWrite rebaited on the board. Break the word into smaller parts, re + baited = rebaited. Discuss
what re means and how it changes the meaning of baited. Review the term prefix and brainstorm
a list of words beginning with the prefix re-. Students copy the list. Write untangled. Identify the
prefix un- and make a list of words beginning with un-. Discuss what un means and how it changes
the meaning of tangled. Brainstorm, record and read together a list of words with the prefix un-.

Activity 4 Sounding out words when writing
Discuss the importance of applying a range of spelling strategies when we write: automatically
recall spellings of high-frequency words; writing a word out in different ways to see which version
looks right; sounding out as we write so that all sounds in words are represented by a letter or
letter pattern; applying spelling rules. Demonstrate how to sound out a word when writing, then
conduct a guided dictation session where you and students sound out the words they need to
write together. Include words with a range of letter blends. Encourage students to think aloud
as they write. Tell them to ask themselves questions such as, Does that look right? Could I use
different letters for that sound? Read a sentence for students to write. Then dictate the sentence
and focus on sounding out the syllables in each word so students can hear the individual sounds.
Have students compare their written versions of the sentence and discuss how sounding out words
when you write helps you.

Day 2: Before reading
• Explain how asking questions about characters aids prediction and comprehension. Read the
chart of questions together.
• Involve students in orally retelling the story so far through Carlo’s eyes.
• Allow time for students to check the next two chapter headings, then record a prediction about
Carlo on sticky notes.

During reading
• Read Chapter 3 to students, then choral read it together, stopping at appropriate places to pose
questions about the characters. Ask: What do you think Maddy was going to do? Do you think
Kylie was going to be much help?
• Repeat the process for Chapter 4 after orally predicting who will win the competition.
Ask: Do you think Pumpkin and Curly were being fair? Do you think Carlo is confident?
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After reading
• Explain expectations for Chapters 3 and 4 on Worksheet A and encourage students to find
examples of their own.

The rap: rhythm, rhyme and repetition
Goals
– To provide a forum for meaningful reading practice
– To use rhythm, rhyme and repetition and shared reading experiences to build students’ confidence
– To further develop students’ ability to read keywords automatically

Activity 1 Introduce the rap
Read Kylie’s Rap with students. Volunteers read the rap independently.

Activity 2 Perform the rap: body percussion
Encourage students to perform word or sound percussion in time with the rhythm of the rap. Pairs
of students create a set of movements to perform as they read the rap.

Activity 3 Identify rhyme
Students identify the rhyming words in each verse. Take special note of the last verse –
barramundi/Sunday. Say: How would you make these rhyme? Work together to write another
version of the rap using two other rhyming words. Students perform the new raps together.

Activity 4 Create a new rap
Students work together to write a new rap about catching a fish using the same rhyming pattern
and rhythm.

Activity 5 Make a readers’ theatre script
Pairs of students decide which lines/words each one will read individually and which lines/words
they will read together. They use highlighting pens of different colours to mark their sections of the
script so it is easy to remember which lines they need to read. They perform their rap for the class.

Day 3: Before reading
• Review the reading strategy by inviting students to recall questions they can ask themselves
about characters before, during and after reading.
• Involve students in summarising what they know about Carlo in this story after allowing time for
them to refer to their sticky-note predictions about him and the information on Worksheet A.
• Discuss how knowing and analysing characters aids prediction and comprehension.
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During reading
• Read Chapter 5 to students, then choral read it together. Discuss the way Carlo responded when
he caught the small herring. Ask: Why did Maddy say not to cut the line? Why were the words
“the biggest catch” so important?
• Encourage diversity of opinion and allow time for students to voice their ideas and opinions and
demonstrate respect for differing views.

After reading
• Discuss expectations for Chapter 5 on Worksheet A. Have students complete the task.

All about emails
Goals
– To read and write an email
– To identify and discuss the features of an email

Emails can be written to share good news, bad news, ask a question, or express the writer’s feelings
or opinions about something. They are sent electronically and are received anywhere in the world
almost immediately. Photos and scanned documents can be attached to the email.
• Ask: Has anyone sent an email? What do you know about emails? Tell students about email
etiquette which includes a clear subject line; a greeting; good grammar and spelling. It is
important to check that the address you have entered is correct. It is polite to reply to an email
promptly.
• Involve students in discussing their own emailing habits – who they send them to and what they
are about.
• Allow time for students to read Pumpkin’s email. Introduce Worksheet B. Reread Pumpkin’s
email together and model how to add some text to each paragraph. Encourage students to be
descriptive and use new and interesting words in their writing when completing Worksheet B.
• Discuss the operation and screen displays of the email service the school uses for writing,
sending, receiving, saving, deleting and printing email.
• Reread Pumpkin’s email and say: We could use this format to help us compose and send an email.
• Identify the different features at the top of an email and highlight the purpose of the subject
section.
• Model how to compose and send the email. Match students with an email partner and review
school requirements for sending email.
• Remind students to keep their emails brief; to sound out words when writing; to use spelling and
grammar checks.
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The Biggest Catch
Worksheet A

Analysing characters

Name: ____________________________________________ Date: _____________________
Complete the boxes to analyse Carlo’s behaviour.
Chapter

Action

Dialogue and thoughts

Chapter 1
Telling Tales

Chapter 2
Fishing Challenge

Chapter 3
The Referee

Chapter 4
The Flathead

Chapter 5
The Biggest Catch
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Feelings

The Biggest Catch
Worksheet B

Reading and writing an email

Name: ____________________________________________ Date: _____________________
Add to Pumpkin’s email.

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3

Paragraph 4

Paragraph 5

Compose and send an email.
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